
Discussions - Video Chat



Why Video conferencing?

Currently there is no support for video discussion in 
the community portal. Community manager is not able 
to interact with the members through a video 
conference.

Problem

User Story
As a Community manager I would like to have a video 
discussion with the community members to gain 
feedback, improve relationship and analyze the 
transcript.



How does the Video conferencing work?

Solution
Community Manager can create a video discussion and 
interact  with the members more efficiently and build 
a relationship.

Community manager will be able to mark the chat 
transcripts as important and these can be accessed 
later for analysis.



How to enable Video Discussions

Video Discussions feature will be disabled by 
default. 

With the video discussion setting as disabled, 
when the admin tries to create a Video 
Meeting, upon selecting the option this 
warning message will be displayed - This 
feature is not included in your license. Please 
contact your Sales Representative.  

And upon selection, the 'Save' button will get 
disabled.



How to enable Video Discussions

This functionality will be charged over and 
above the regular license fees. 

Video Discussions can be enabled from 
Admin Settings



How to create/schedule a discussion?

● Click  on “Schedule Live Discussion” and select the 
type of discussion as “Video Meeting”

● Schedule a discussion or create a live discussion.

● Select the filter to make the discussion available 
for specific members.

● Newly created discussion will be displayed to the 
members  on the member portal.

Solution



How to start the discussion?

● Community Manager will be able to start the 
discussion by clicking the “Start” button on the 
Discussions details screen.

● Live Cast will be started and meeting video will be 
displayed on the Discussion screen with Live 
Transcripts.

● Community Manager will be able to tag a comment 
as important by using the favorites icons.

● All the tagged comments will be displayed under 
the “Starred Comments” tab.

Solution
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Beta testing

Energizer [US]

“The online video based discussion is a good to have research tool. It helps to get an in person understanding of what consumers 
think of a certain packaging or change in design. The fact that it can be actually targeted to just a few members is great. Currently we do it 
thought surveys to test for product package and design which sometimes can take a while, with the video discussion we can capture the 
insights needed much quicker and we get to see the members face and gauge their emotion, immediate reactions, etc. This could potentially 
also be a good alternative to the record your feedback and send us in a survey approach we currently take”

Maple Leaf [CA]

“Good to have feature. it's easier now to sort through the info/data afterwards”

Feedback

Suggestions/concerns

● An option to disable the transcripts - yet to be worked on
● Display a warning message when a member is in the meeting and clicks on other option on the screen, he/she will be 

thrown out of the meeting - yet to be worked on
● Usability issues on mobile devices - limitation for now, hence advised not to use mobile phones for video meetings
● Chat feature in the application not available - disabled on purpose to avoid open interaction among the members



 

Any Questions?

asgar.hussain@questionpro.com

asgarhussain92


